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InfoValue Announces Delivery of TV Switcher Feature
(www.infovalue.com) or InfoValue resellers.

Enables easy, flexible and precise control
of IPTV endpoints
ELMSFORD, N.Y. – Feb. 15, 2017 – InfoValue
Computing, Inc. (“InfoValue”), IP Media Experts,
today announced the delivery of the IPTV
Switcher (“Switcher”) feature with its IPTV
platform. Switcher simplifies remote control of
IPTV endpoints (e.g., smart TVs, set-top boxes),
from TVs in hallways, video-walls in lobbies, to
arrays of TVs in production rooms. It is also
compatible with smartphones, tablets, touch
panels and PC monitors.
Switcher displays all IPTV end points and
available channels in every location. Tuning a TV
to a channel is as simple as selecting the TV,
picking the channel and then clicking the tune
button. Multiple TVs can be tuned to the same
channel at the same time by creating a TV Group.
Switcher can also instantly tune multiple TVs to
different channels using the unique Profile feature,
which maps TVs to channels, such as TV1 to
CH10, TV2 to CH20, etc. To tune the TV’s to a
specific Profile, all the user needs to do is select
the desired Profile and click on the tune button.
“Switcher exemplifies the power of InfoValue’s
IPTV platform in extending advanced, yet
easy-to-use features,” said Dr. Monsong Chen,
president and CEO of InfoValue. “We think
customers will be excited to use Switcher, which
immediately simplifies and expands their IPTV
operations.”
InfoValue’s IPTV Switcher feature is available
now from InfoValue at 914-345-5980

About InfoValue
Founded in 1994 and experts in providing
comprehensive and premium IP Media platforms
and solutions, InfoValue is recognized for
innovations and advances in IPTV technology
that has set the pace in performance, scalability
and intelligence. InfoValue delivers IPTV
solutions and products to hospitality, healthcare,
education, enterprise, government and telecomm
markets. InfoValue's corporate headquarters are
located at 4 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, NY
10523. More information on InfoValue and its
products and services is available at
www.infovalue.com, via e-mail at
info@infovalue.com, or by phone at (914)
345-5980.

